Progress and growth depends, in the final analysis, upon well defined goals to be accomplished, creativity, taking a certain number of calculated risks, enthusiasm, and hard work. Dynamic people work hard to obtain their objectives. These people are "doers" in this world of ours. Their ideas, skills, courage, experience, energy, and accomplishment should rouse shy, less active people to put their hidden talents to work.
It takes courage and self-discipline to put aside a take-it-easy attitude but the enjoyment of a job well done, the self-satisfaction that comes from being a part of something bigger than one's self, and the joy of being able to give to others in one's group are essentials of the good life. We have indeed been fortunate to have had and to still have a great many "doers" in AAIN. Every month of every year, the national, constituent, and regional board members conduct the routine association business, study and complete special assignments, develop new ideas, plans and projects, assist in educational programs, work with allied professional groups, and attend numerous meetings which are of particular interest to nurses employed in industry. Other dedicated, mature members serve on committees which do the spade work for program, education, administration, and public relations. All accept these tasks with a sense of responsibility, work wholeheartedly and find personal satisfaction in accomplishing the goals. What was accomplished through combined thinking and action has resulted in the progress and growth of AAIN and the field of occupational health nursing. The future growth of AAIN, its effectiveness as a dynamic force in the health promotion and maintenance of the American worker, depend on the same kind of skills in the future and upon the commitment of more of our members to become "doers".
The growth of our Association and the contribution made by our special field of nursing, in conjunction with the progress and growth being made in the allied professional groups represented on the industrial team, is one of the reasons why there is increased interest from various sources in the possibilities in the field of occupational and environmental health. In view of the increasing interest in this particular field, it is our responsibility to accelerate our present and long-range plans.
The first phase in building long-range plans and accelerating the present program is building leadership.
The most fertile area in which to find potential leaders is in the local association. At the grass roots, we have the opportunity to observe individual performance. We can assist in developing leadership abilities as these members progress from committee members, to chairmen, to directors, and to officers on the local, state, and finally, national level. This preparation will be most helpful when the time arrives to select capable, experienced successors to those who have worked so diligently for the Association through the years and who will eventually retire to less active roles.
We must take the initiative and seek out these members who have latent abilities. We must take time to interest them in association work. We must help them develop the courage to face the future rather than make a religion of tradition. We must help them to be imaginative so they can meet the challenges of a rapidly expanding population and rapidly changing industry. We must teach them the discipline of hard work for there won't be any easy answers in promoting and maintaining the good health of the American worker.
If the present officers, directors and members do not do this, we are derelict in our own responsibility as leaders in nursing. In addition, the constituent associations in selecting candidates for the board of directors, whether it be for a local, state, regional or national election, should give very careful consideration to: professional qualifications and experience, organization experience and performance; and personal attributes.
Progress and growth in AAIN depend on the members selected and elected. With good leadership we will continue to build for the future.
